



























Annotated Translation of Zhang Zhu-po’s “How to Read the 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ࠞࠊ  ᐉࠝ࿘㸧࣭ᘵ᪘㸦ᘵࡢ⚽࿘ࠞࠊ  㑻ࠝ஧᳿ ᘵ࣭ࡢ㑻኱᳿ࠞࠊ  ༑ࠝఱ ᘵ࣭ࡢ஑ఱࡤ࠼࡜ࡓࠊ࡜ࡇࡿ
࠸࡞࠸ࡀᘵ඗࡟ࡅࡔ῭ᩗ㝞࡜៞㛛すࡔࡓࠋࡿ࠶࡛ࡃዴࡢࠞࠝ஧㡑ࡢ⪅ࡽࡎࡓ࠸࣭ᘵࡢᅜ㐨㡑
ࠋࡿ࠶࡛ࡁ࡭ࡿࡏࡽࡄࡵࢆ࠸ᛮࠊ࠿ࡢ࡞ࡐ࡞ࡣࡢ
⤊࡛ࢁࡇ࡜ࡿ࠼ᢪࢆ㸧ෝ㸦㜲ࡀጠឡ㡑ࠞࠊ ࠝࡵጞ࡛ࢁࡇ࡜ࡃ㸧Ⴣ㸦ᙎࢆ㸧ෝ㸦㜲ࡀᴥ⋢Ꮧ
ࡗࡶࢆ࠘ᱵ⎼㔠࡛ࠗࡇࡑࠊࡃ࡞ࡀඛࡍ㞽ࢆᾦࡢ᝟⃭ࡢ࠸ࡥࡗ࠸⬚ࡀ⪅సࡣࢀࡇࠋࠞࠝࡿ࠼
ࠋࡿ࠶࡛ࡢࡓࡋ࡜ᡤሙࡍὶࢆᾦ࡟࠸኱࡚

ࠋࡿ࠶࡛㒊୍ࡢᯝᡂࡿࡼ࡟㸧 ྕ␒㢟ㄢ㸦㔠ຓ⿵㈝✲◊Ꮫ⛉ࠊࡣ✏ᮏͤ


↓࡚ࡋ࡟ࢁ⶜ࢆᰤᏞ࣭ᘵࡢᐇࡀ⳹Ꮮ࣭㇦ᐩࡢிᮾࠋᡙ༡ࡿࢀࡽ࠼ఏ࡜సࡢ䳝ᚎࡢึ᫂ᮎඖࡣ࠘グ≸ẅࠗ
㢗ࡀࡕࡓᘵ඗⩏ࡣ࡟᫬࠺࠸࡜ࡊ࠸ࠊࡾࡼ࡟⟇ࡢጔࡓ࠸⏝ࢆ㧁Ṛࡢ≟ࠊࡀ࠺࠶ࡁࡘ࡟ᐦぶ࡜ࡕࡓᘵ඗⩏ࡢ㢗
ࠋ➽࠺࠸࡜ࡿࡍࡾ┤௰࡜ᰤᏞࠊ࡚ࡗ▱ࢆ࡜ࡇࡠࡽ࡞࡟ࡾ
᭶ࠕ࡟ホᅇᅇ୐➨㸦࠸࡞࠸࡚ࡋู༊ࢆ࡜㜲࡜⍆᭶ࡣᆜ➉ᙇࠊࡀࡿ࠶࡛⍆᭶ࡣࡢࡿࢀࡉ࡜ࡃᙎࡀே஧ࡢࡇ
ࠋ㸧ࡿ࠶࡜ࠖஓ㜲ࠊ⪅⍆
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